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About Us 

Since 1996, (HST) H-Logic Security Technology is an Egyptian
International Intelligent Security Systems Co. LTD, provides security
surveillance and control system. 

And as a result of continuous efforts in the Research & Development 
field in our company and factory it’s now a leading company in the 
technology security systems ,surveillance, control systems and 
digital data transmission industry owning 4 Egyptian brands that are
operating under H-Logic Group. Which are, HST the mother company 
targeting mid and high-range markets, Convoy which was established 
in 2008 and now it’s operating separtely targeting mid-range markets  
,Eco.Tech which is specialized in the low-range market and finally 
EuroVision for the European standards and high-range of the market. 
We also has a partnership with the global biometrics security brand 
ZKTeco. 

We provide tailor made electronic security solutions to Egyptian 
businesses and homes with almost 25 years of combined experience 
in Egypt and Arab world, our team provides sophisticated electronic 
surveillance expertise offering clients key electronic 
products and solutions.   

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

TECHNOLOGY SECURITY  
ACCESS CONTROL INTERCOMS ALARM SYSTEMS



TECHNOLOGY SECURITY  
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HST

HST CCTV surveillance  is highly effective in crime prevention, 
protection and detection and – when installed, used and maintained 
properly – can act as the ultimate security deterrent.

That is the reason for our company and factory being certified by 
ISO 9001:2008. 

HST Training Programs
Each company has its own unique culture. A training program allows 
you to strengthen those skills that each employee of the 200+ employees 
needs to be improved.

Security system is only as strong as the people behind it. So training 
programs are at the very core of our business. We place immense 
value on our customer service.

It is also worth mentioning that we are opening the first Egyptian 
Academy to provide practical and technical sessions and courses about 
the AI and intelligent security systems to the potential calibers with 
simplified and entertaining methods.  
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Industry Overview

Economies have grown dependent on technological innovations that 
push the boundaries of business activities and the Industry of the 
intelligent security systems. 

HST controls more than 26% of the market share of this emerging and 
very attractive for investment market with a continuous business and 
production growth.

!

HST 

Your Strongest

Security Partner 



To provide a worldwide safer environment with the highest security 

systems. 

To enable economic growth through more secured environment, and 

to provide intelligent solutions to more than 3000 distributors in Egypt, 

Africa, Europe and East Asia that support and protect the world.
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OUR 
Vision

OUR 
Mission



Our
Brands
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Products

An essential part of our service is to assist customers in understanding 
and deciphering their specific, individual needs and requirements 

as such, design the best CCTV surveillance system available

HST Surveillance System HST Smart 

    Fire Alarm Systems
Addressable - Conventional - Extinguishant
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Products

CONVOY Surveillance System

CONVOY Fire Alarm System
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Products

Intrusion Panel
Used when a sensor is triggered, a push 

notification will automatically be sent and an alarm 
call will be made to all registered users

Doorbell
Notifies the smartphone or other electronic device 

of the home owner when a visitor arrives at the door.
 It’s activated when the visitor presses

the button of the doorbell

Intrusion Remote Control
A part of Intrusion system that access the

device remotely
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Products

CONVOY Time Attendance
Machine

CONVOY Handheld  
Metal Detector 

CONVOY Metal Detector Gate 

Portable security equipment that
detect the presence of metal objects or 

concealed weapons 
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Products

 CONVOY Tri-Pod - Turnstile
Used to regulate the movement of people and it contains three hands 

that allows one person to enter
 

CONVOY Turnstile - Flap Barrier
Used to regulate the movement of people and it 

contains two parts of Plastic that allows one person to enter
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Products

 EUROVISION Surveillance System 
Advanced Surveillance solutions for high-range markets

Eco.Tech Surveillance System 
Economic Design with competetive quality and

price for the low-range 
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Our
Partners
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Products

ZKTeco Metal Detactor Gate
It detects the metal objects or 

concealed weapon 

ZKTeco Turnstiles
It’s used to control the exit-entrance process by allowing one

person at a time or one-way traffic and it restrict passage
to the people who only has the accesswhich also can be

easily integrated withthrid party solutions 
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Products

ZKTeco X-Ray Luggage machine 
Fit through most doorways and elevators to spot and 

detect metalic and non-metalic objects hidden in luggage
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Products

     ZKteco Time-Attendace Machine
It uses the finger print biometrics and identifies

authentications to grant users access 

ZKTeco POS, Point-Of-Sale Machine
Used to process payments at retail stores and locations 

ZKTeco Smart-Lock
It’s designed to perform locking and unlocking operations 
on a door by a virtual key using biometrics authentications 

G4 is a Multi-Biometric identification terminal which features 
ZKTeco’s innovative Enhanced Visible Light Facial Recognition
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Products

Vehicle Security Products
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Alpha 1S Robot

JIMU Robots



LCD Display Screen LED Display Screen
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Body Worn Camera
Can identify many kinds of moving targets        

                                                     
Speed Dome Camera

The Recognitivie Tracking system 
can identify many kinds of moving targets

 IP SAN
Allows multiple servers to access pools 

of shared block storage devices

Network Keyboard
You can control PTZ cameras through it
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Client 
Portfolio
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Client 
Portfolio
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Client 
Portfolio
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Certificates
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Certificates
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Certificates
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Certificates



Contact Us

www.hlogicgroup.com
www.hstcam.com
www.hstfire.com
www.zkteco-eg.com
www.convoy-security.com
www.eurovisionsecurity.net/

Nasr City branch: 
No., 4 Abu El-Fawares st., From Eltayran st., 7th district, Nasr city. 
Tel: +202-24055541 

Alexandria branch:  
Behind 14 Mahmoud Sedky st., Loran, El -l  Ekbal.
Tel: +203-5826085 
 
Tanta branch:  No. 2 El Nahas St. 2nd Floor El Tasneem Tower, Beside 
El Naggar Specialized Hospital.

 

Mob: 01124090922
  

 
 

Mohandseen branch:
34 Labanon st., Mohandseen.
Tel: +202 33038644


